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Develop Quarterly OKRs 
Auxin outline for delivering an OKR Setting Meeting Introduction  

Setting OKRs is hard. It involves taking a hard look at your company, having difficult 
conversations, and making choices about what direction the company should take. Firstly, 
we need to understand the company vision. (If this work has not been done then the client 
needs to take part in the full Auxin Discover process.)  

Secondly, we need to know who needs to be in the room  

Select the Team  

Keep the team small, eight or fewer people if possible. It must include the senior 
management team. No MD/CEO then no meeting.  

Schedule the Meeting  

Set aside a 1/2 day to meet with the team. Plan for a two-hour session, then a 30-minute 
break, then another two-hour session.  

(Note: The secret goal is to be so productive in the first two-hour session, that we can cancel 
the second session.)  

Pre-meeting Preparation  

Send Auxin your company mission or vision.  

Provide Auxin with the email addresses of all staff 1 week before the meeting, Auxin will 
send an email to all employees asking them to name just 1 Objective they think the 
company should focus on for the next quarter. We will time constrain this by demanding a 
response within 24 hours and police it through Surveymonkey. Auxin will collate this data 
prior to the meeting.  

Each person attending the meeting should detail at least 2 objectives themselves and have 
these ready to share at the meeting.  

Requirements: Private room with blank walls/windows, flip chart, large & small post-its and 
pens. No computers or phones in the room. Auxin to have access to the room 30 minutes 
prior to the meeting.  

Meeting - Phase 1 (1-2 hours)  

1. Add Objectives. Auxin will have put the objectives from the employees up on a 
board/wall before the team arrive. After introductions, the team will be asked to 
write their objectives on the large sticky notes and add them to the wall. This needs 
to be done quickly. No changing their minds or looking for inspiration from the staff 
objectives. (May want to think about some way of concealing the staff objectives.)  
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2. Discuss. Debate. Argue. Rank. Select. Have the team combine duplicates, and look for 
patterns that suggest people are concerned/excited/frustrated about a particular area of 
the business. Then, stack rank them. Lastly, we are aiming to narrow them down to three 
Objectives.  
 BREAK (15 -30 mins)  

Meeting - Phase 2 (1-2 hours)  

3. Identify Key Results. For each of the three objectives, all the members of the team must 
think about and then write down as many metrics as they can think of to accurately 
measure the success or failure of the objective.  

Give the team about ten minutes per objective.  

4. Rank the KR’s. Group them and stack duplicates on top of one another. Move forward 
with the most popular KR’s.   (If they look like they are going around in circles we can 
suggest, a usage metric, a revenue metric and a satisfaction metric to get them going. This 
will give the KR’s a bit of balance.)  

5. Set Values. Next, think about the values for the KRs. Make sure they really are “shoot for 
the moon” goals. They should have only 50-70% confidence they can make them. Challenge 
each member of the team. Is someone playing it safe? Is someone being crazily optimistic? 
Now is the time for to have the hard talking not halfway through the quarter.  

6. Summarise. Auxin will present back the OKR’s to the team for one last sanity check. Is the 
objective aspirational and inspirational? Do the KRs make sense? Are they hard? Can you 
live with this for a full quarter?  

Adjust the language and metrics until they feel right to everyone.  

Post-meeting Preparation  

Take the agreed OKRs and dependency structure to create the OKR spreadsheet (refer to: 
OKR Framework – ‘XXX’ V1) which will be used for single-view clarity which will aid sign-off 
and setting up of the OKR system, followed by implementation. 

 


